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[Raheem：]
We have Dr. Yan with us.

Dr. Yan is a Whistleblower, who is bringing the real news all around the
world despite the CCPs attempts to silence on person, malign and abuse
her, because of her braveness in stepping forward and talking about this
virus.

Dr. Yan, there is a lot of filling in this segment, but I just have this one
question for you, because, I know I have seen you talk about this before
the distinction between the ordinary Chinese people, who yearn for
freedom and the Chinese Communist Party.

The audience is so interested to hear about the deplorables of China,
the Lao Baixing

[Dr. Yan：]
OK, so Chinese people, the really innocent Chinese people. Even all the
other people controlled by China Communist Party. There is no freedom
for us to stand out to do the peaceful protests to argue to tell the truth
through the media or even within among the relatives or friends.

we are under (a) very terrible and unbelievable, that kind of supervision.
I can tell you. One example is recently there are some songs online like
Take Down the CCP and other new songs, which are spreading very
wildly through the Internet, and because people want to hear it, want to
listen to that, but then our government also established a new police
station, which is patrolling the music. They are even photos online.

Please tell me how to patrol the music this is very hilarious.

We Chinese people under the supervision through different type of
structures, like when you are a student you get surveillance by teachers
and by your classmates and even your parents under (the) supervision
of your classmates parents, and if you are at home your relatives or the
other people you contact through WeChat.
Of course, WeChat is a very useful tool and TikTok works for their
censorship and surveillance and also even AliPay, Alibaba, this kind of
websites. All can record your activities and everything they think there is



something inappropriate. They will directly trigger the auto surveillance
system and later use the man power, that kind of surveillance system.
Sometime only very little mistake, you made by accident, will make them
feel very sensitive, and you will be brought to the police station to talk to
them and maybe face to the worse punishment.

A very well known example is like Dr. Li Wenliang faced in Wuhan for
the SARS-CoV-2 information and also people can see how Hong Kong
people get suffer(ed) through the Hong Kong Movement from last year
until now, and also we can take myself as example.

For example, I delivered the message, kept delivering the message to
reveal the whole fake story, fake things about COVID-19 truth, through
Lude's media.

I cannot expose my identity and Mr. Lude helped me to deliver the
message from January even until now, but my government keeps tracing
who is the one behind, because I was the first one as I said even on the
19th January and told people 5 facts, which is first is the cover-up of the
COVID-19 by China government. The second is this virus is human-to-
human transmission definitely, and The third one is this virus is highly
mutant. It will lead to the outbreak, if no quick and necessary efficient
control is conducted immediately, and fourth also there is no
intermediate host, and the seafood market is just the smoking screen,
and also the final one is the most important one.

This virus is the Lab-modified virus based on China military-discovered
and -owned Zhoushan bat coronavirus ZC45 and ZXC21, so they are
the Lab-made ones and all these facts, and later we were the first one in
the world to tell that hydroxychloroquine will be useful on 29th January.

On 3rd February, after Shi Zhengli 's RaTG13 virus paper published in
Nature. We were the first one explained this is fabricated one through Mr.
Lude, and later when China government announced that General Chen
Wei will lead to the successful vaccine boosting the inactivated style of
the Ad5 vector based particle vaccine. These are all the stories.

There is no successful vaccine from them. All these things made our
government very very angry

So they actually track me....



[Raheem：]
Dr. Yan, we got two minutes left. We just have some pretty quick yes or
no questions for you.
Do you think there will be a vaccine available in the United States by the
Election Day, by November 3rd ?

[Dr. Yan：]
From the information we get at this moment. I am not optimistic,
because although we still have some data we haven’t seen, right?

But as we’ve seen problems that have already come out from China,
and even the UK. Most of the companies are using traditional techniques,
so they don’t know what really happened to those viruses.

They won’t understand how to make the real (effective) vaccine.

[Raheem：]
Dr. Yan, I just want to ask you as well.

If you were sitting down with the President or Secretary of State Pompeo.
We got about one minute left.

What would be the most important thing you could impart to them,
actions they need to take today?

[Dr. Yan：]
OK, first, the origins of the COVID-19 is the most important thing to
understand what happened in the lab?

Who get involved?

Not only the Chinese scientists in China, there are also scientists from
different countries in all over the world who are collaborating with them.

The scientific world who is conducting this kind of information censorship.
They all need to get investigations being investigated. Some key
persons I can tell you their names now.



Prof. Malik Peiris who is the top 1 coronavirus expert in the world, and
also my supervisor in the University of Hong Kong, WHO Lab, who
immediately retired after I left.

Also, the Chinas Military Microbiology Institute, the director, the
Professor Cao Wuchun, and also, the bat women, Zhengli Shi. Also they
are collaborators, all these people.

You can read my scientific report...

[Raheem：]
Dr. Yan, we are at the end here. We are very grateful for your joining
here. Your report is going to be out soon.

[Dr. Yan：]
Yeah

[Raheem：]
We will make sure to feature that very promptly on our National Pulses
website.

We hope you come back to talk to us here about it.

We cannot wait to have you come back here and on the War Room.

Dr. Yan, a great hero!


